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TO:

Sacramento County Board of Supervisors
Sacramento City Council

FROM:

William H. Edgar, Executive DireCtor,

SUBJECT: Relocation of the County Health Department's Public
Inebriate Facility from 2700 Front Street
SUMMARY

Because of the impending development of the Miller Park area,
the City Council directed Agency staff tc) report back with
plans to relocate the County Health ;Department's Public
Inebriate Facility from its present location at 2700 Front
Street to a new location. Relocation of a facility of this
nature implies numerous locational and programmatic problems
which cannot be easily addressed. Various options regarding
this program are, however ; available for your consideration,
including:
1.

Discontinuance of the Public Inebriate Facility Program:
'

2. .Continuance of the existing Public Inebriate Facility
.Program at its current site.
3.

Expand/upgrade facilities at current site.

4.

Maintain the current site but brOaden the program to
meet minimum standards as a State approved 72 hour hold
detoxification program.*

5., Maintain the current . program but relocate the facility.
6.
7.

Relocate the facility and broaden the program to obtain
eligibility as a 72 hour program. '
Bifurcate the program into voluntary and involuntary
components with separate facilitie8 for each.

*Note: As discussed later in this report, there are many
problems inherent to operation as a 72 hour, hold-type facility.
MAILING ADDRESS: P.O. Box 1834; Sacramento.. CA 95447-1834 .;
OFFICE LOCATION: 6301 ,Street; S'atratnersto;, CA'958144916)444-9216'
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Options 5, 6, and 7 above will require additional site
considerations. As we see it, realistic site options include:
1. Relocate the facility in or near the Downtown area.
2

Relocate the facility to a suburban area zoned for
heavy commercial use.

3. Relocate the facility to a rural area.
Each Option is outlined further later in this report and on
Attachments A, B and C.
BACKGROUND

As you will probably recall, during our discussions on
provision of emergency shelter to homeless single persons in
Sadramento, a number of program options for housing the
homeless, since implemented, were proposed. Most
significantly, these included:
1.

Conversion of the Salvation Army facility at 12th and
North B into a shelter for 80 non-public inebriate,
non-mentally ill men.

2.

Contracting with the Transitional Living and Community
Support organization for provision of 75 scattered 'site
beds for homeless mentally ill men and women.

3.

Provision of 24 beds for homeless women by the South
Area Emergency Housing Center.

.

These programs were in.addition to a number of other public and
private efforts to house the homeless then and still ongoing.
Each has achieved what we believe to be a creditable level of
effectiveness but none have been totally effective in resolving
the probleM of homelessness.
During our discussions about the problem of homelessness, much
testimony was received about the impact of the incidence of
homeless persons on surrounding neighborhoods.
Downtown and
Alkali Flat were of particular concern.
At the time it was
clearly understood that not all of the persons perceived by
residents and business persons in these areas as being
problematical were, in fact, "homeless." Many lived in and
around the areas but were perceived as problems because of
public inebriety and/or other undesirable behavior patterns.
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The discussion therefore turned to the f'mpact of having the
County's public inebriate sleep-off ' facility* located
immediately adjacent to the Downtown area., (The facility is on
City owned property adjacent to Miller I Park at 2700 Front
Street.)
Four somewhat distinct arguments •were heard regarding problems
with the location and operation of this facility.
1. It , was said to be nothing more than a support system
for the public inebriate, having neither a punitive nor
•a rehabilitative component.
2. Its presence was viewed as ua "magnet" for drawing the
public inebriate into the Downtown area as opposed to
other areas at a time when the Downtown was already
overly impacted with other "social service" agencies
•and was undergoing redevelopment and renewal efforts.
3. The Front Street location was prohibitive to ultimate
'redevelopment of the Docks area and, to a lesser
extent, Old Sacramento.
4
The Front Street location conflic 1ted with City' plans
for development of Miller Park and was, in fact, placed
on a site intended to serve as an iintegral part of the
Park's development plan.. This site is a vital part of
the planned commercial development of the Miller Park
area. The City already has a major investment of over
$9 million towards the expansitm of the existing
marina. The further development of the surrounding
vicinity is a vital factor in the success of the new
marina and an important link to the overall Docks Area
Development and Old Sacramento.
,

A recently completed marketing study for Miller Park
and the surrounding area, projects !potential revenue to
the City Of up to $1.2 million in the first three years
of operation and approximately $7.4 million in the
first ten years if the development, including the VOA
site, occurs as planned. .If.the VOA facililty is not
relocated, there will be a potential loss to the City
of $2.5 million (33 percent less) over the ten year
period.

*This facility is commonly called the Detox Center but
cannot be truly classified as a legitimate detoxification
center since the stay is very short and no medical treatment is
offered.
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The study also concluded that if the VOA facility is
not moved to another location away from Miller Park,
"none of the potential trade for marine related foods
and services can be attained." Miller Park will be
unable to obtain the identity and level of activity
associated with a regional marine center, making
developer interest in the site very unlikely.
Other major benefits to the community by developing the
.
site include:
- A broader local, county, and/or state tax base.
- A magnet for tourists, visitors, conventions and new
businesses to the area.
- Additional jobs to the community.
- Urban.renewal'as part Of the master plan,
- Affordable public recreational facilities.
- Alternative funding to provide for increased demand
on existing services and facililties.
Based on all of the testimony and concerns expressed, the City
Council approved our overall plan for the homeless but directed
us, in no uncertain terms, to investigate and bring back a
recommendation on relocation of the sleep-off facility.
You should know that as we proceeded with the assignment, we
found it complicated by far more than the usual financial and
locational constraints. Serious legal/constitutional and
medical questions immediately become evident as various options
for location and operation of such a facility are explored.
This is not to say that the financial issues, particularly when
compounded by transportation concerns, are any small Matters
either.
Nevertheless, we have considered the costs of relocating the
public inebriate holding facility to either a rural or other
urban location either within walking distance of Downtown or in
a suburban area close to public transit. There are three major
cost factors (and many more programmatic ones) to be considered
in such a move. These include: 1) property acquisition/
construction, 2) operations, and 3) transportation.
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1) , Construction.
Rough cost estimates are detailed in
Attachments B, D, D-1, 'and I. Costs would, of course, vary
significantly depending on the optionchosen and specific
site development differences. Rural .sites without public
sewer or water, would be reiativeiyF more expensive to
develop than urban ones.. If •one of the "new construction"
options were chosen, estimated total development costs for
an urban site are $740,304 (plus land . !,FoSts) for a 6,0 bed
facility or $898,188 (Plus, land costs) for a 100 bed
facility.
2y Operations. Considerable backgrodnd detail is included
in this section because of the long history of attempting
to provide detoxification services in Sacramento County.
By way of preface, however, it should be pointedout that
there would seem to be little sense in, locating a facility
outside of the Downtown area if the average length of stay
i is not increased. The reason for this is that merely
transporting the public inebriates to a rural or "other
urban" location for eight to ten hours dould not succeed in
getting them off the Downtown streets for any longer than
the present facility does, assuming, as we have, that
transportation from the facility would either have to be
provided or easily accessible. Additionally,
transportation costs (see Attachments FE and F) would be
significant.
On the other hand, extending the length of stay to, for
example, 72 hours would require a complete change of
program, would be more ,expensive (see Attachments G and
G-1), would pose significant administrative problems, and
frankly, may not be Legally possible. (Additionally, the
programmatic value of an extended program is questionable
as well.) Pursuit of the bifurcated program (Option 7) may
address some of the legal/constitutional issues but even
with that approach, many problems remain.
The following historical' synopsis of our past efforts
this arena corroborates the seriousness of the dilemma:

in

The phenomenon of public inebriety ,,nd the presence of
indigent alcoholics in Sacramento is certainly as old as
the County itself. The problem of public inebriety was
almost totally handled by law enforcement agencies prior to
1973, and was mainly initiated in response to the public's
demand to be protected from nuisances on the 'streets and
open spaces of our city. - I
(8).
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By the mid-1970s, jurists nationwide had begun to realize
that being drunk in public Was not a criminal act in
It was also at about that time that the old City
itself.
As a replacement for incarceration,
Jail was closed.
therefore, Sacramento County's first detoxification center
(CARE) was opened on I Street between 18th and 19th
Funding for this facility was obtained from the
Streets.
Stipulations of
California Council of Criminal Justice.
this grant required that the facility be medically oriented
and that its primary purpose would be to receive those
inebriated persons found in public places as a diversion
from the taw enforcement and criminal justice system.
Those interested in the treatment of alcoholism at the time
hailed the new medical detoxification facility as the
solution to Sacramento's public inebriate problem.
Soon after the •opening of CARE, however, it became clear
that 20 percent of the clients were using over 70 percent
of the services, and that the public inebriate's
probability of successfully entering a rehabilitation
program was decreasing as the number of detoxifications to
Which that individual was exposed increased. Basically,
the same clientele that used to be proCessed through "the
drunk tank" was being processed through the medical
detoxification center.
When the California Council of Criminal Justice grant
expired, Sacramento County continued funding the
detoxification program. The facility was completely County
funded for over four and one-half years at a cost of
approximately $500,000 per year.
In fiscal year 1976-77, the State of California Office of
Alcoholism (now the Department of Alcoholism and Drug
Programs) selected Sacramento County to operate a specially
funded comprehensive system of care for indigent
alcoholics. The Sacramento Project was one of two projects
in the State designed to test if such a system could: (1)
reduce the visibility of the public inebriate, (2) reduce
the arrests for public intoxification, (3) reduce the
involvement of the criminal justice system with the public
inebriate, and (4) increase the number of persons who enter
a continuum of care.
(Sacramento. Public
The comprehensive system of care
Inebriate Project) started in July of 1977. The system was
made up of a Drop-In/Sleep-Off Center, Screening and
Referral Unit, Courtesy , Patrol and Van System, 40 beds of
social model detox, a 23 bed 30-day transition recovery
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facility, 108 beds for support/recovery, and a sober
Drop-In Center.
Funding was Over, one p
r illion dollars per.
- Outpatient counseling services 'were provided by a
year
outpatient
conseling
program
County
operated
on
a
request-for-service basis.
California
evaluated
the
the State of
In 1978-79,
1
Sacramento Public . Inebriate Project and found that only a
small percentage of the public inebriate population was
interested in resolving their alcoholism problem.
According to the State's findings, the majority were
interested in a .place for rest and recuperation and in
, continuing their present lifestyle Only six percent of
the admissions 'to the Screening and Referral Unit passed
through a detoxification facility and on to a recovery
home. - Approximately one percent completed the continuum of
care. Project objectives for reduction of public
visibility and increase in the number entering a continuum
of care were not met. , In fact, the expanded services
increased the numbers and visibility of the public
inebriate. .
1979,
therefore,
the
medical
model
September
In
detoxification facility was discontinued due to the high
rate of recidivism and exorbitant costs associated with
medical detoxification of public ,.inebriates.
For an
interim period, the County tried a social model
detoxification service,. however, it too failed and was
ultimately closed on September 30, l980,:
The current public inebriate program, 'Operated through a
contract with the Volunteers of America, 'provides housing
and social control for public inebriates 24 hours per day,
seven days a week, evaluation and intake of public
inebriates with referrals to community alcoholism programs
or other supportive services, and provision of an
alternative environment (other than the jail or the
'streets) for public inebriates during he winter months of
November, December, January, and February . The facility, a
warehouse-type structure at 2700 Front Street, on City
owned land, has been provided at no cost to the Volunteers
of .America since December 1978. The County's 1987-88
fiscal year budget contains $247,290, for personnel and
operating costs derived from state alcoholism and vehicle
code fine funding. (Vlore recently, the Sacramento Housing
And Redevelopment Agency has been funding a portion of the
budget.)
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Lessons learned from years of working with the public
existing
into
the
incorporated
been
have
inebriate
program. Recognizing the fact that a very small . number
(less than one percent) of the public inebriates complete
rehabilitation services, the program utilizes evaluation
and drop-in/sleep-off services to accommodate those public
inebriates who are mainly interested in a safe place to
congregate, eat, and sleep. It eliminates the need for
medical detoxification services by transporting public
inebriates in need of medical treatment to the University
Medical Center. Admission is by self-referral or through
transportation by the Sacramento City 'Police Department.
Roughly 80 percent of the clients at the center are walk-in
self referrals.Despite this troubled history, as you will note below, one
option which we think should be given serious consideration
at this time is the reinstatement of a 72-hour hold detox
i program for those who can legally be confined for that
period. By way of background, however, it should be noted
that, in terms of any consideration for development .of a
facility for the 72 hour treatment and evaluation of
inebriates, although the law permits such an involuntary
hold for up to 72 hours, the legal criteria of either being
held for arraignment or of being a danger to others or
themselves must be met. In other words, many inebriates
who are separated from their source of alcohol would not
meet the criteria after having sobered up and might very
legitimately request release from the facility after a
"sleep off" of about eight to ten hours. This issue must
be addressed in the design of a replacement facility.
In this same vein, it .should also be noted that the
California Supreme Court, in December 1986, rendered a
decision in support of the Municipal Court of the City of
Los Angeles and against Sundance, et al. The significance
of this ruling reinstates the implementation of Section
647(f) of the Penal Code which declared public intoxication
to be a misdemeanor with violators subject to confinement.
Thisdecision could affect public policy in the
reestabli
shment of the incarceration of public inebriates.
Agency staff requested guidance from the Sacramento
District Attorney on this matter. Their response is
included as Attachment H, as are appropriate sections of
the Penal and Welfare and Institutions Code pertaining to
the issue.
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Essentially, the District Attorney's response states that
72 hour detention of public inebriates in a facility'
suitable under Section 5170 of the Welfare and Institutions
Code is permissible under Section 647(ff) of the Penal Code
in lieu of detention under 647(f) (disorderly conduct.due
to public intoxication) so long as the facility is
designated by the County as its detoxification facility.
Further, the facility may serve as a 647(f) facility if it
meets certain additional standards. OUr intention would be
to try to qualify any new facility *der both criteria
while recognizing that restriction td the four to eight
hour stay is still a possibility.
From the above. discussion it becomes !apparent that, from
both the legal and operational perspective, , the case for
reestablishment Of a 72-hour hold facility is not clear
cut: However, the Volunteers of AMerica, operators of our
current public inebriate program, are under contract with
local government agencies in Los Angeles, .San Diego, and
Salt Lake City to operate social rodel detoxification
facilities. It is their opinion, as well as ours, that a
72 hour program, while no panacea, is a much more humane
approach than the current "flophouse" concept and that, as
a society, we should be doing more forthose least able to
cope. We are therefore recommending that every legal
avenue he pursued by both the City Attorney and County
Counsel to empower us to be able to implement a 72 hour
program.
3) Transportation. Transportation costs vary greatly with
each
option:
Attachment
E
details
a
$71,955
transportation budget for an "other 'urban" (outside of
Downtown but still relatively close in)'1 site. This service
is figured at five days per week, eight hours per day, and
comports with a continuation of current or adoption of
72-hour, social model program procedures.
(Costs for
transportation
to
and
from
a
rural
site
increase
dramatically with manpower needs, see Attachment F.)
As noted above, even with the difficulties in implementing
a 72-hour hold program, we feel that the value of paying
the additional transportation costs to transport the public
inebriate to a rural (or even suburban); location for eight
hours must be called into question. i Additionally, under
either "length of stay" option, and given either a rural or
suburban option, we would be faced with the difficult
political problem of where to return the inebriates to.
This - problem would be exacerbated by a short hold program
given that they may not be totally sobered up when
released. Again, we would be much better off with a clear
legal basis for a 72 hour facility.
(12)
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Transportation costs under Option 7 (bifurcated facilities)
The current "paddy-wagon" program
would be more complex.
We would suggest,
would continue at no increased cost.
however, that this program •be accompanied by a "courtesy
van" soliciting voluntary pick up. Costs for this would be
$60,000 + annually. Should this option be chosen,
transportation costs to and from Rio Consumnes would also
have to be computed. In part, they would be dependent on
the degree to which these services could be integrated with
other trips to that facility.
background
this
might
say--despite)
(or
one
Given
information, we have analyzed seven programmatic/locational
options for your review as well as several more
comprehensive concepts for your consideration as well.
Each is outlined below with some arguments pro and con
(also see Attachment C).
Options for Consideration
Option 1:- Discontinue the Public Inebriate Facility Program
There are approximately 3;000 different people registered as
having used the existing Public Inebriate Facility Program over
the years. Approximately 500 of the 3,000 are considered to
comprise the pool of regular users. The facility presently has
a maximum occupancy of 60 persons. (During the winter months,
from November -1 to February 28, an overflow program is also
operated which accommodates approximately 150 people in a chair
and table environment in addition to the 60 mats. This,
however, serves more as a homeless shelter than an inebriate
facility.)
Discontinuance of the Public Inebriate Facility Program would
remove the safe haven for public inebriates. Thus, when
intoxicated, those people who presently frequent the inebriate
facility would be left to wander the Downtown area.
Understandably, there is a great deal, of support for
continuation of the program from the City Police Department and
the County Sheriff, who are faced not only with the incidence
of the problem but also the problem of limited jail space once
the inebriate is picked up.
Attention must also be given to the health and safety of the
clients who receive both referral services and transportation
to hospitals in emergency situations. Removing the support
provided by this program would likely result in an escalation
of medical problems as hygiene and physical maintenance would
become a difficult prospect for many who depend upon the
facility.
(13)
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Given those arguments for continuation of the program, Agency
staff was not supportive of this option. Nevertheless, annual
cost savings of $282,000 would be realized, the site would be
freed, and there are some who would argue that discontinuation
of the program might actually decrease the incidence of public
intoxication in Sacramento by eliminating part of the support
system used by the public inebriate.
Continue the Existing Public Inebriate Program at
Option 2:
its Current Site and in the Existing Facility
This option has .some merit.
For six to eight months of the
year, 80 percent of the Public Inebriate Facility's population
are self-admitted, ^while 20 percent are transported there by
the police. From November through March, during the operation
of the overflow program, nearly 92 percent of those who use the
facility are self-admits, with eight percent brought in by the
police. As additional space is made available more people take
advantage of the program. This suggests that not everyone
needing shelter is accommodated throughout the year and that
not everyone seeking shelter at this location is in fact
intoxicated. It also suggests that the current location of the
facility is very convenient to the user population. As
everyone knows, one of the primary reasons for the high
incidence of self-admits to the program is the location of the
facility within walking distance of the Downtown area where
cheap alcohol is readily available and where other support
services are located as well.
Despite these factors, due to the adverse effect the facility
would have on the scheduled development of the Miller Park and
Docks area, the City ,Council has directed the Agency to
relocate the Public Inebriate Program. We did not, therefore,
consider continued operation at the current location to be a
viable choice. Additionally, conditions at the facility
itself, in our opinion, are not up to acceptable humane
standards. Nevertheless, from a cost perspective, this would
be the best choice, other than discontinuance, given the
presence and affordability of the existinc4 facilities and the
type of program operated there. Costs for limited renovation,
landscaping and improved kitchen facililties on the site are
$114,713 (see Attachment I).
Option 3:
Expand the Public Inebriate Program at Its Current
Site and in an Expanded Facility
As stated in Option 2, most inebriated individuals utilizing
the Front Street facility are self-admitted.
City police as
well as the Volunteers of America estimate that approximately
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.

500 public inebriates regularly avail themselves of the drop-in
center. Option 3 is similar to the previous optiom in that it
calls for the maintenance of the facility on the current site
as well as continued use for the same client population.
Option 3, however, calls for both expanded programming,
renovation of existing buildings, the construction of a new
4,000 square foot dormitory building to accommodate an
additional 60 people year round, and significant landscaping
around the perimeter of the property and within the Courtyard
of the facility. The expanded program would allow for a total
of 120 'public inebriates year round with limited Overflow
possible on a temporary basis. .
The year round population of 120 clients would be divided into
two subpopulations. Sixty mats are currently available for
inebriates, who self-admit or are brought in by the police. The
component is strictly a sleep-off program. This option calls
for the continuation of the 60 sleep-off spaces.. An additional
6.0i beds would be located in the new 4,000 square foot.
dormitory. This program element would be designed for longer
term stay (7-14 days), depending on the sobriety of the
client. The primary goal of this program would be referral to
long-term alcohol recovery programs. During this prolonged
stay, clients would receive three meals per day and counseling
designed for alcohol recovery. ' Total estimated one-time
construction Costs for this option are $230,913 (see Attachment
I.)

Current operational funding from the County General Fund and
Downtown Tax Increments is $247,000 for 60 year round mats plus
four months of 10 hours per day drop-in operations during the
winter. For the past two years, SHRA has supplemented the
drop-in component to expand winter time services to 24 hours
per day for four months at an additional cost of $35,000.
Thus, current programming costs a total of $282,000. The
proposed recovery component (including food services) would
increase the annual total to approximately $395,000 (see
Attachment G). (Note: This is still not to be confused with a
licensed detoxification facility.)
Given the demonstrated need and the current existence of the
public inebriate program on the current site, this option
would, from a cost perspective, be the best option to address
the growing social problem of alcohol addiction. The perceived
adverse effect of the public inebriates in the Miller Park
area, however, prevents staff from positively recommending this
option.
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Option 4: Maintain the Current Site but Broaden the Program to
Become Eligible as a 72-Hour "Social Model" Detoxification
Program under the Program Outlined in Attachment B
One;of the shortcominga of the current operation is the
"revolving door" effect created by a four-hour minimum hold
policy on public inebriates,. Frequently, the people using the
facility are _nearly as intoxicated when they leave as they were
upon arrival., Given their intoxicatedL sCate, most people do
not clean up, etc., during their stay in the facility.
The goal of a 72-hour "social model" detoxification program is
j otective custody of
the containment of a social problem and p r
the inebriate, but not necessarily rehabilitation, although
that would certainly be a desired outcome. It is hoped that as
meals, opportunity for personal hygiene and counseling services
are provided, most men and women will chO,Ose to clean up and
some may even choose to rethink their next1 move. In that the
preisent location of the facility is in clbse proximity to the
Downtown grid, with several longer term rdhabilitation centers
available, it is thought that some people , A;ould take advantage
of this chance for seeking other assistance (even though
history has not proven this to be a likely outcome).
As has been mentioned, however, the continbation . of the Front
Street location for the Public Inebriae Facility may be
disadvantageous to the economic development of the Docks/Miller
Park area The selection of this option could also necessitate
the construciton of a new building as the current structure
would not meet the. needs of a 72-hour progiam. Estimated costs
for this option are $740,000 4. one time (assuming the 60 bed
as outlined in Attachments D-1
model) and $300,000 annually as
and G.
Option 5:
Facility

Maintain the Current Program but Relocate 'the

1
As noted, above, the current program is setup to provide a safe
haven for public inebriates. In the program, a person has the
opportunity to get cleaned up, eat, and! if needed, receive
transportation to a hospital. In addition, facility staff
in securing entitlements such as General
help
provide
Assistance. While not, in our view, the best or most humane
approach, the existing program does reflect years of practical
experience in dealing with •the day-to-day world of the public
inebriate population.
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As we see it, given either the existing or an improved program,
there are essentially three sub-options for relocating the
The first sub-option would involve moving the
facility.
This option
program into another area in or near Downtown.
would maintain the facility within walking distance for the
majority of public inebriates. Residents and business persons
in the chosen area would, of course, be forced to confront the
same negative Social impacts found at the existing site and the
overall impact on Downtown would not be mitigated although the
specific Miller Park/Docks area would benefit.
Option. 7, below, identifies the site which we favor as the best
selection for a close-in site :. Construction costs would
compare closely with the suburban option outlined below.
A sedond sub-option would involve relocating the facility to a
suburban area zoned for heavy commercial Use. Such a suburban
location would logically entail the development ' of a
transportation system involving the police and, potentially, a
nonprofit courtesy van program combined with public transit.
It has been estimated that the shuttle aspect of relocatiing
the existing program. to an area outlying the central City would
cost $72,000 + annually (see Attachment E). In addition, the
cost of constructing a new structure on a suburban property
would range between $740,304 and $898,188 plus site acquisition
or lease costs. Additionally, as noted above, relocation of
the program to a commercial/industrial area would, given a
four-hour minimum hold, place the public inebriate population
into a suburban area and potentially on public transit in a
still intoxicated state.
The third sub-option would involve relocating the facility to a
remote undeveloped area of the County. While the advantages
and disadvantages would be similar to relocating in a suburban
area, the overall operating cost would rise somewhat given an
increase in transportation costs and the potential elimination
of transit as a return option. Transportation costs could
increase to as high as $216,000 + annually (see Attachment F).
One time site development costs would probably be higher given
the lack of public utilities at a rural site' although cheaper
land could potentially offset some of this increase. Another
important issue is the provision of emergency Medical care to
the public inebriates. A remote site may place this high risk
group in' jeopardy given the potential lack of immediate medical
care.
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Option 6: Relocate the Facility and Broaden the Program to
Become Eligible as a 72-Hour Social Model Detoxification Program
As noted in Option 4, above, in broadening the program to
become 'eligible as a 72-hour social model detoxification
program, the public inebriate population would benefit from
three days of sobriety, nine nutritious meals, transportation
to health care if needed, counseling services, and an
opportunity to potentially enter an alcohol rehabilitation
program, though admittedly, from experience, this probability
is limited.
Relocating the facility to a new site within the Downtown area
would allow public inebriates to continue to self-admit.
Program costs would increase by $60,000 -I-, however,
significantly.
would
not
increase
costs
transportation
Development costs would vary depending on the site chosen.
Relocating to a subu ,r,ban area, while expanding to a 72-hour
social model would result in transportation costs of' $72,000
an increase in program costs of $60,000..+, and construction
costs of from $740,304 to $898,188 (plus land costs) as
previously noted.
Moving to a rural location may produce social benefits as the
intoxicated clients would be further separated from the general
public, however, relocation of the program to a remote
undeveloped area may prove extremely costly and even more
inappropriate for a program relying heavily on self-admittance.
Option 7:
Bifurcate the Program into Criminal/Voluntary
Components and Deal with Each Separately.
Under this approach, we would envision establishment of a.
relatively small (20-30 bed) temporary holding facility to
which the Police/Sheriff's Department could bring those public
inebriates picked up for violent or other, antisocial behavior
(e.g., disturbing the peace, aggressive panhandling, public
defecation, etc.). This facility would have to comply with
Section 5170 (and Sundance) requirements in that inebriates
would be detained there for evaluation, treatment, and
potentially, arraignment.
Repeat offenders would be tried and, if found guilty, sentenced
to variable lengths of stay at the Rio Consumnes Correctional
Center.
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The detention facility would be co-located with a separate
facility for the walk-in inebriate population to be developed
in conjunction with an overall plan for redevelopment of the
Richards Boulevard area as outlined in the separate report
attached as Attachment J. Under that plan, we would propose
consolidation of all homeless and detox facilities in a well
regulated, self contained, multi-service center complex located
along the east side of 12th Street between the Southern Pacific
right-of-way and Sproule Avenue. The consolidation would also
solve a number of other issues relative to the homeless/public
inebriate population. For example, right now there is
considerable movement of the population between facilities at
Front Street, Bannon Street, and 12th Street. By consolidating
facilities and providing needed services (such as food,
employment, welfare outreach, counseling, etc.) at one
location; we think we can cut down on some of this crosstown
traffic. Eventually, we would propose relocating the
facilities on Bannon Street to this site as well, thus
fa(cilitating redevelopment at that location. The key to
success of this strategy, however, will be very tight on-site
management of the population being served. Violations of
management policy, such as loitering off-site, etc., will be
cause for eviction from the shelter program and must be
strictly enforced. Physical layout of the site, including
entrance/exit
areas,
recreation/rest
screening,
interior
controls, etc., will also be very important. The $740,304
construction cost figure would be valid for construction of a
60 bed walk-in facility at that location. No firm estimates
have been prepared for the detention portion of the project but
preliminary estimates indicate that it will be at least
$600,000. Property acquisition costs in that area will be
approximately $900,000 + for the size site required to
implement the entire consolidation program.
Operational costs for this program will increase.
Both the
short term detention and walk-in facilities would have to be
staffed and maintained. Operational cost estimates could vary
significantly depending on services provided but frankly we
cannot envision providing the basic staff, program and
maintenance costs for the two facilities for less than $600,000
+ annually. Transportation costs, including the "paddy wagon,"
"courtesy van," and travel to and from Rio Consumnes would also
be factors in overall budget impact although many of these
components are already provided.
This would be the most comprehensive, yet still feasible, model
for dealing with the overall problem of public inebriety. in
Sacramento.
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Other Supportive Approaches
As noted above, the Volunteers of America, currently serves a
core population of .approximately 500 public inebriate men and
women at 2700 Front Street. Approximately 40 percent of this
chronic alcoholic population receives $300, + monthly in
Supplemental Security Income (SSI), Veterans benefits,
Disability or other cash benefits.
The others derive income
from County General Assistance and day labor.
Many of these
people appear to be in poor physical health due to their
alcoholism and general lifestyle. Ethnicity has been
determined to be approximately 50 percent Caucasian, 20 percent
Black, 17 percent Hispanic, and 13 'percent 'American Indian.
These individuals .represent only a small percentage of the
overall chronic alcoholic population. One particular
characteristic, however, marks the above population from other
chronic alcoholics in Sacramento and that is their uniform
poverty. Poverty- . is the primary reason for their visibility,
which in 'turn results in their so-called "public" status as
contrasted with 'those chronic alcoholics whose inebriated
condition remains private as a result of their social and
economic status. The economic status of the clients also
relates directly to the kind of alcohol consumeth
Sinde 1974, the number of off-site sale liquor licenses in the
downtown grid (the American River north to Broadway south, and
the Sacramento River west to Alhambra Boulevard east) has
increased by 300 percent. Alcohol availability to the general
public, not ,including on-site sales outlets, such as
restaurants, bars, etc., in the Downtown grid, has increased
from 23 licensed- sites in 1974 to 92 in 1986. (This
constitutes a serious problem which goes far beyond the mere
presence of public inebriates Downtown. Reports by the Federal
Bureau- of Investigation, the State of California Criminal
Justice Planning Office, and the Sacramento City Police
Department indicate that approximately .45 to 60 percent of all
crimes are alcohol related. The City Police reported that in
1984, 18,667 alochol related crimes were committed in the City
of Sacramento. Many alcoholrelated crimes are committed in
close proximity to the place of purchase.)
Virtually all of the 92 off-site sale liquor stores in the
Downtown grid sell fortified wines. This variety of wine is
called fortified since the alcohol percentage has been
artificially boosted. The result is that ,a person can become
inebriated using a smaller quantity of wine. This wine is the
wine of choice, so to speak, of the poor public inebriate. The
greatest concentration of stores selling this type of wine are
in two corridors; along "J" Street from 5th to 13th Street, and
along Broadway. from .5th to 27th Street,. Within . these two
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corridors, • there are 28 off-site sale liquor stores; each
corridor containing 50 percent of that total. The remaining. 64
off-site. sale Stores, while grouped in various areas, are
relatively scattered throughout the Downtown grid.
The City Council's recently adopted off-site sale liquor
control ordinance which requires special use permits for such
activity will go far toward relieving this concern. However,
we would like your firm direction to explore even . further
controls on exisitng outlets. You should direct City legal
staff to research what, if any, further remedies are possible
and to report back within two months on a strategy for
implementation of further controls.
Additionally, the police should continue their patrol of the
Downtown area and place increased emphasis on the number of
citations issued under Sections 647c (panhandling) and 647(f)
(public inebriety) of the Penal Code. The Downtown area must
sitriply not be 'a "comfortable" place for the public inebriate to
seek support. The City Police Department should be instructed
to develop a plan for increasing enforcement of this provision
as part of the overall strategy..
,

Finally, virtually all of the options cited above should be
accompanied by a termination of permits for public or private
facilities providing shelter and other services to the single
homeless/public inebriate population at other than the selected
site(s).
The Recommended Option
Agency staff believes that Option 7, with location of the
temporary detention and walk-in facilities in the 12th Street
area is the appropriate choice. Be advised that we do not make
such a recommendation, with its serious policy, financial, and
programmatic implications, ligftly. Rather, we make it with
the knowledge of the daily and very deleterious impact which
the public inebriate population has not only on their own lives
but on the overall well being of the Downtown, Richards
Boulevard, Alkali Flat, and other neighborhood areas. This is
a very serious problem which calls for serious mitigation
efforts. The proposed option, although expensive, at least
stands a chance of success in alleviating the problem.
We note also that effective implementation of this program will
take the full cooperation of the Police and Sheriff's
Department, the City and County Administration, the Courts and
District Attorney's office, the Agency and the selected service
provider(s)--no small feat. We have met preliminarily with
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each of these entities and have secured at least philosophical
concurrence with the approaah. Much coordination . however
remains to be done.
Additionally,
pursuit
of
the
additional . strategies
of
decreasing the number of off-site sales outlets for reinforced
wine, increased police enforcement of the inebriety laws, and
strict control of facilities which offer services to the single
homeless/public inebriate population are essential to success
as well. (The County Parks Department has expressed
considerable concern about the impact Of location of the
facility inthe 12th Street/Richards Boulevard area given the
area's proximity to the American River Parkway. We concur that
this is a valid concern which. may warrant additional security
measures. A stricter camping regulation may also need to be
put in place as well.)
Our reasons for this recommendation have seVeral bases: .

'

1.

It achieves the Council's goal of removal of the
facility from the Miller Park/Docks=area.

2.

It provides for humane treatMent of the public
inebriate and a chance to clean up and sober up prior
to release.

3.

It conveys the .message that repeated.- public inebriety
is not an acceptable 'behavior pattern,

• 4. It provides for continued availability of a place for
police to bring the public inebriate.
5. It will allow for a prolonged hold of inebriates where
legally or programmatically appropriate.
Finally, the intentions underlying the idea of locating the
proposed homeless/public inebriate complex at the 12th Street
location in conjunction with an overall improvement plan for
the Richards Boulevard area must be understood and endorsed.
Those include:
1. The potential for consolidating and improving services
to the homeless/non-criminal, public inebriate
population by providing shelter,, food, social, and
employment services at a H single, well-managed,
controlled location.
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2.

related
to
the
cost
savings
for
The potential
consolidation of services and the development of
uniform policies regarding the various programs such as
length of stay, formulation of a personal plan,
placement in transitional housing, etc.

3.

The maximization of •use of existing facilities such as
the Salvation Army Center and the Loaves and Fishes
dining area.
The minimization of the cross-neighborhood pedestrian
traffic of the homeless/public inebriate population
which historically has been found to be so disruptive
to adjacent" neighborhoods.

5. The ability to place facilities in an attractive,
landscaped and maintained setting with recreational
facilities and waiting, areas located away from traffic
and main arterials.
•

Again, see Attachment J for a further detailing of that plan.
In closing, please note that we are not asking for a final
Rather, we only wish to present and
decision at this time.
receive guidance on the policy options available.
Quite
frankly we do not believe it to be advantageous to commit to a
specific site or program unless we can get very firm direction
from both the Board and Council that this is the way to
proceed. Prior to providing such direction your Board and
Council must consider the following factors:
1.

The social and/or detention model detox approach will
probably not "cure" very many people.
We may be
successful in getting some public inebriates to - clean
up/sober - up and be off the streets a little, longer, but
that's about it.

2.

There are still a great deal of legal/constitutional
uncertainties about the 72 hour approach which could
result in its subsequent modification.

3.

The costs are substantial:
a)
Lease/acquisition,
site
prepartation,
and
construction costs could be on the order of $2-3
million depending on the option chosen.
b) The increase in annual operating costs could be as
much as $350,000 +.
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c) Transportation costs could increase by as much as
$216,000 depending upon the specifics of the site
location, -access to public transit,, etc.
Logical funding sources would be Downtown Tax Increment
and/or McKinney Act funds for the hard costs, County
Health or General Funds for a portion of the. program
costs augmented by City General Funds, special grants,
Downtown or, potentially, Richards Boulevard tax
increment funds; and a
for
similar mixtUre
the
'transportation costs, potentially augmented by
donations from or assessments on Downtown merchants.
We would need policy direction in this regard.
4. No matter where we propose locating this program, we
can expect substantial opposition from whomever the
•
surrounding property owners
are.
Location
in
a
commercial/industrial area will lessen this somewhat,
• however,
our
experiences
in
the
past
strongly
corroborate the fact that substantial opposition will
precipitate when discussing these types of locally
undesriable land uses (LULUs). Similar problems can be
expected
to
ensue
surrounding
the
issues
of
• drop-off/return location, use of public transit, etc.
ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW DATA
None 'required at this stage.
At such time as we report baCk.
with a specific site And program, a full' environmental review
will be accomplished.
FINANCIAL DATA
Outlined above and on Attachment B. The.Board/Council should
direct the County Executive., - City Manager,. and Executive
Director of the Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Agency to
jointly develop a financing plan for the selected alternative. POLICY IMPLICATIONS
This problem has no easy solutions, however, the City and
County of Sacramento have long established their comMitment to
providing for the needs of the public ,inebriate population.
Although this particular program for public inebriates is not
clearly within the jurisdiction of the Agency, the City Council
has requested us •to make various recommendations regarding this
program and its site relocation. Agency •staff believes that a
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joint policy, by both the City and County, is needed to address
this problem.
VOTE AND RECOMMENDATION OF commIssioN
At its regular meeting of November 21, 1988, the SaCxamento
Housing
and
Redevelopment' Commission
adopted
a
motion
the votes
recommending approval of the attached resolution.
were as follows:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
REaOMMENDATION SUMMARY
Staff recommends that you approve the following actions:
1.

Identify Option 7 as the option which bears the most
potential for future _development and direct staff to
further develop that option along with proper budgetary,
programmatic, and environmental documents.

2.

Direct the Executive Director, City Manager, and County
Executive to jointly develop a program and program budget
for this recommendation.

3.

Direct the Executive Director, City Manager, City Police
Chief, and County Executive and request the County Sheriff
and District Attorney to jointly develop policies and
program details for the proposed facilities and program
along with other legislative changes, as required, to
further facilitate a 72-hour hold approach.

4.

Direct the City Attorney to develop and report back with a
proposed ordinance to further restrict existing off-site
liquor sales outlets in the Downtown grid.

5.

Direct the City Police Chief to devise a plan and program,
to be implemented in conjunction with the new facility, for
increased enforcement of the public inebriate laws.
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Page Twenty-Three6. Direct the City and County Planning Departments to jointly
develop an ordinance limiting the location of facilities
designed to serve the single homeless/public inebriate
population.
Respectfully submitted,
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